BREATHING LIFE INTO BIOGRAPHIES
Why Should Students Read Biographies?

One of my rules of
inventing is listen to
children. They might
have ideas we've never
thought of.

❖ Biographies empower kids with knowledge: When students read

about humorous incidents or problems in historical figures’ lives, they
get to know these men and women as real people.
❖ Biographies help boost self-esteem: Many heroes had unhappy

childhoods, problems or handicaps. Discussing how they overcame
these troubles helps kids deal with similar difficulties.
❖ Biographies are fun: John F. Kennedy said, “All history is gossip,” and

almost everyone likes a little gossip! Also, kids are curious — they
want to know why famous people did what they did.

Get The Most Out Of Biographies
❖ Brainstorm a word web before reading a biography. Write down

everything students say, even if it’s wrong.
❖ Concentrate on what interests kids (relationships, habits, food): help
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them identify with their heroes and heroines.
❖ Look for nicknames and quotes. How was the famous person’s

childhood similar to a modern-day childhood?
❖ Put life today in perspective: thanks to Alexander Graham Bell’s

telephone, we can surf the Web — and order pizza!
❖ Talk about what students feel makes a famous person particularly

brave, funny, clever, etc.
❖ Read about other people of a particular era to get a sense of the

issues that affected celebrity.
❖ Record important events from a biography on a time line. (Most

historians agree that learning the order in which events happened is
more useful than memorizing specific dates.)

Enhance Learning With Biographies
❖ Encourage students to read about a few important people from an

era before they study that period (to gain prior knowledge) or after
(to summarize a unit).
❖ Ask kids questions such as, “Was she right to …” or “How would life

be different if he had …”
❖ Isolate a “happenstance” in a biography. Have kids speculate on how

history might have been different if this event hadn’t happened.
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